The Nadela Clan of Cebu

The Nadela Twins
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The Nadela Twins originated from Cebu, Philippines. They gained popularity when they were featured as regular talents
for a local TV station ABS-CBN. After highschool, the twins proceeded to university and earned their corresponding
degrees. When the family opened their own bar and restaurant popularly known as SLABADU, once again, the Nadela
Twins were back in full action! They became even more famous in Cebu because the twins had their own artistic style of
harmonizing intuitively as well as a natural way of dramatic projection of the songs they were singing. They carried this
talent with them over to Taiwan and Canada and popularity only kept on surging......

Why this name?

Rosanne and Liesel were born identical twins...and voila! Nadela Twins!

Do you play live?

We sing live in Taipei, Taiwan and Ottawa, Canada

How, do you think, does the internet (or mp3) change the music industry?

It has given unknown artists a chance to be heard by the whole wide world!

Would you sign a record contract with a major label?

Sure...if the price and circumstances are right.

Your influences?
http://nadelaclan.e-davao.com
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The Nadela Twins were very much influenced by artists such as Astrud Gilberto, Sarah Vaughn, Ella Fitzgerald, Dianne
Reeves, etc.; the Nadela Twins are famous for their great bossanova duets

Favorite spot?

Any city that is warm, clean and safe with good food, good beaches, good workout gymns and good opportunity for the
Nadela Twins!

Equipment used:

Vocal chords; Rosanne plays a bit of piano and Liesel plays a bit of guitar. But their strengths lie in their vocals

Anything else...?

The Nadela Twins are working together to get a live recording of one of their gigs in You Tube...so keep on checking this
site for more info!

(source: http://www.soundclick.com/bands/default.cfm?bandID=882871)
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